Recently a set of functional equations defining the anomalous dimensions of arbitrary local single trace operators in planar N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory has been conjectured. These functional equations take the form of a Y-system defined on a special shaped domain. This Y-system can be equivalently reformulated as a T-system defined on a "T-shaped fat hook".
Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1] states the equivalence of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory with superstrings on AdS 5 ×S 5 . Since the correspondence is a strong-weak duality it is very difficult to test and prove it. The breakthrough in this respect was the discovery of integrability on both sides of the duality [2] - [7] . On the string theory side it means that the light-cone quantized worldsheet sigma model is an integrable quantum field theory, while on the gauge theory side integrability manifests itself in the appearance of spin chains.
To test and prove AdS/CFT one has to compute anomalous dimensions of all gauge theory operators as functions of the 't Hooft coupling λ = g 2 N c or equivalently to find the quantized energy levels of a superstring on AdS 5 × S 5 .
Although worldsheet quantum field theories and quantum spin chains seem to be completely different systems, their solution for large quantum numbers is encoded into the same mathematical structure: the asymptotic Bethe Ansatz [7] - [14] . Nevertheless the asymptotic Bethe Ansatz cannot be the final answer to the problem, since it fails above a certain order of perturbation theory on the gauge theory side [17] - [21] . On the gauge theory side, the reason for this breakdown is the appearance of wrapping corrections coming from contributions of Feynman graphs which encompass the whole size of the spin chain. On the string theory side these corrections can be explained by contributions coming from virtual particles traveling around the cylinder.
Such wrapping corrections in leading order can be taken into account as Lüscher corrections to the energy of the superstring sigma model [15, 16, 17, 18] . Leading order wrapping corrections in λ have been calculated for a rich set of operators [40, 41, 42] . The desired all loop exact description of anomalous dimensions (string energies) is believed to be achieved by the Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz (TBA) approach to the superstring sigma model [22] . As a first step the TBA equations for the groud state were derived [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] , then a set of functional equations, the so-called Y-system equations were proposed to define the exact anomalous dimensions of any physical operator of planar N = 4 SYM [24] . This Y-system can be equivalently reformulated as a T-system defined on a "T-shaped fat hook" [24] . The elements of the T-system satisfy discrete Hirota equations [32] .
In previous works [33] - [39] discrete Hirota equations were considered as discrete integrable soliton equations and were solved by means of a chain of Bäcklund transformations defining the so-called undressing procedure. In case of gl(K) and gl(K|M) spin chains the T-functions of the Hirota equations correspond to fused transfer matrices of the corresponding vertex model [29, 30] and in [38, 39] it was shown that the undressing procedure defined by the successive application of Bäcklund transformations is equivalent to the nesting procedure in the nested Bethe ansatz solution of the spin chains.
In the present paper we consider discrete Hirota equations as discrete integrable soliton equations and we solve them by means of a chain of Bäcklund transformations, when they are defined on a T-shaped fat-hook of arbitrary size. As a result we get TT-, TQ-, and QQ-relations for the corresponding T-system comprising the case of AdS/CFT.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In section 2. we recall the Y-system and the associated T-system for AdS/CFT and the more general setup which we solve is addressed. In section 3. we present the chain of auto-Bäcklund transformations, and the boundary conditions for the hierarchy of Hirota equations. In section 4.
and 5. we derive the TQ-, TT-, and QQ-relations for the T-system defined on a T-shaped fat-hook. In section 6. the integration of Hirota equations is discussed. In section 7. we apply our results to the case of AdS/CFT. Finally, section 8 is devoted to summary and discussion. In appendices A and B identities and relations skipped from the main text are listed.
Y-, and T-systems for AdS/CFT
In [24] a Y-system which yields the exact planar spectrum of AdS/CFT was proposed. The Y-system is a set of functional equations for the functions Y a,s (u) of the spectral parameter u in such a way that the indices of the Y-functions are defined on a certain domain of the (a, s) lattice. In case of AdS/CFT the indices take values on the domain represented in figure 1 . The Y-system functional equations take the usual universal form:
The Y-system of AdS/CFT is equivalent to a T-system which is an integrable discrete dynamics on a T-shaped fat-hook ( figure 1.) given by the Hirota equations [24, 25] :
where Our purpose is to solve the T-system of AdS/CFT, which means that we express the infinitely many T a,s (u) components of the T-system with a few appropriate functions. These functions will be called the Q-functions, and they are nothing but the functions defining the boundary conditions of the hierarchy of Hirota equations generated by the Bäcklund transformations defined in the next section.
In order to be able to achieve this plan we need to consider T-systems (2) on a more general shaped domain shown in figure 2. The domain can be characterized by four integer numbers corresponding to its corner point coordinates (
and (K, M), where the first coordinate means the "a-coordinate", while the second coordinate means the "s-coordinate" of the corner points on the (a, s) lattice. For the sake of simplicity a T-shaped fat hook with corner point coordinates ( Hirota equations is their invariance with respect to the gauge transformations:
Both Y-and T-systems are sets of functional equations which have to be supplemented with certain boundary conditions on the (a, s) lattice. Our choice for the boundary conditions of a T-shaped fat hook of type (K ′ , M ′ ) ⊙ (K, M) will be specified in the next section.
Hierarchy of Hirota equations
This section is devoted to the discussion of the boundary conditions and autoBäcklund transformations of the Hirota equations defined on a T-shaped fat-hook represented in figure 2. We begin with the boundary conditions.
Boundary conditions for T-shaped fat-hook
We extend the Hirota equations (2) to be valid on the whole (a, s) lattice, in such a way that the T a,s (u) functions are zero if their indices take values outside of the T-shaped fat hook of type (
where we introduced the notation T a,s (u) = T (a, s, u). The boundary values of T (a, s, u) are rather special, because taking the Hirota equations (2) at the boundaries they reduce to discrete d'Alambert equations. For example, taking (2) at a = 0, the equations reduce to:
The solution of these equations can be expressed as a product of two arbitrary functions, one is the function of u − s only and the other depends only on u + s:
This analysis can be done to all boundary lines of the T-shaped fat-hook and finally one gets that the boundary values of T (a, s, u) along the horizontal (vertical) boundaries are products of two functions, one depending only on u − s , (u − a) and the other depending only on u + s , (u + a). There is an additional constraint that connects the horizontal and vertical boundary values of T (a, s, u), namely because the corner points (K, M) or (K ′ , −M ′ ) are part of both the vertical and horizontal boundary lines, the horizontal and vertical boundary values for T (a, s, u) must be equal at these points. It turns out that the most general boundary conditions satisfying the previous conditions can be brought by an appropriate gauge transformation (4) into the following form:
The functions appearing on the right hand side of (7) characterize the boundary conditions for T (a, s, u). In the present paper our purpose is to solve the Hirota equations (2) when boundary conditions (7) are imposed.
Our strategy of solving Hirota equations agrees with the method worked out in [38] . Namely, we consider the Hirota equations as discrete integrable soliton equations, and by giving their appropriate auto-Bäcklund transformations we can construct a hierarchy of Hirota equations, in such a way that two neighboring lev- The "undressing" procedure was shown to be equivalent to algebraic Bethe ansatz in case of gl(K) [37, 38] and gl(K|M) [39] spin chains. In the gl(K) case the domain of non-zero T (a, s, u) is a semi-infinite strip of height K [38] , while in case of gl(K|M) super algebras this domain is a fat-hook with corner point coordinates (K, M) [39] .
In the next subsection we define the auto-Bäcklund transformations of the Hirota equations which provide us with a hierarchy of Hirota equations. [39] . Let us call the Bäcklund transformed functions F (a, s, u), then the defining equations of the right Bäcklund transformations read as [39] :
Bäcklund transformations
or equivalently after some simple manipulations described in [39] it can be written as a single matrix equation
where the matrix T is given by:
and the vector F reads as:
It can be seen that the right Bäcklund transformations are homogeneous linear equations for F (a, s, u) which have nontrivial solutions only if the determinant of the matrix T vanishes. In fact this happens because T (a, s, u) satisfies the Hirota equations, and it turns out that the rank of the matrix T is 2, so there are 2 linearly independent solutions of the linear problem (9).
There is a duality between T (a, s, u) and F (a, s, u) [39] , namely one can interchange the roles of T and F and consider (8) as an over-determined system of linear equations for T with coefficients F . Their compatibility equation says that F (a, s, u) satisfies the Hirota equations (2) as well. However it can be shown that F can not be defined on the same T-shaped fat-hook as T . Careful analysis of the boundary conditions for F compatible with (8) says that F must be defined either on a T-shaped fat-hook of type (
. These two possible choices for the domain of definition correspond to the 2 linearly independent solutions of (9). We want such right Bäcklund transformations which decrease the value of K or M by 1 unit. The first (K decreasing) right Bäcklund transformation (BT1) is defined by equations (8), while the second (M decreasing) right transformation can be obtained from (8) by interchanging the role of T and F [39] . We denote it (BT2) for short, and it reads:
The function F * (a, s, u) is defined on a T-shaped fat-hook of type (
. With the help of the (BT1) and (BT2) Bäcklund transformations one can decrease the size of the T-shaped fat-hook on its right hand side by 1 unit in either vertical or horizontal direction.
In order that the T-shaped fat-hook can be reduced to a trivial domain one needs another set of Bäcklund transformations which decrease the size of the Tshaped fat-hook on its left hand side. These left Bäcklund transformations can be easily created from (8) after performing a reflection transformation in the s variable.
Denoting the left Bäcklund transformed functionF (a, s, u) they read as:
or equivalently it can be written as a single matrix equation:
where the matrixT is given by:
and the vectorF reads as:
Following similar train of thoughts as in case of the right Bäcklund transformations it can be shown that (14) has also two linearly independent solutions which satisfy the Hirota equations. They correspond to T-shaped fat hooks of type (
is defined by equations (13), while the second (M ′ decreasing) transformation can be obtained from (13) by interchanging the role of T andF . We call this second left Bäcklund transformation (BT 2), and it reads:
With the help of the (BT 1) and (BT 2) Bäcklund transformations one can decrease the size of the T-shaped fat-hook on its left hand side by 1 unit in either vertical or horizontal direction. The actions of (BT1), (BT2), (BT 1) and (BT 2) Bäcklund transformations are depicted in figure 3 . (8)- (12) can be written as:
where the matrix T k ′ ,m ′ k,m is given by:
and the vector T k ′ ,m ′ k,m reads as:
The matrix form of left Bäcklund transformations (13)- (17) can be written as:
where the matrixT
k,m is given by:
and the vectorT k ′ ,m ′ k,m reads as:
The (18) and (21) Bäcklund transformations relate the boundary conditions of 
The dependence of the boundary functions on their indices is dictated by the fact that one gets all the T
by successive application of Bäcklund transformations (18) and (21) .
At the present stage of the presentation the boundary functions on the right hand side of (24) The second class of relations among boundary functions of (24) are given by the so-called QQ-relations, which will be the subject of section 5. spin chain [44] . As it was shown in [37, 38] 
TQ-relations
In references [38] and [39] these TQ-relations were used to construct an operator generating series for the T-functions. The generating series was factorized into an ordered product of first order difference operators with coefficients being ratios of the Q-functions. Here we skip the construction of such generating series and we will discuss the problem of expressing the T-functions in terms of the Q k ′ ,m ′ (u) and 
TT-and QQ-relations
In this section we derive bilinear equations for the functions T k ′ ,m ′ k,m (a, s, u) in which either both indices k, m or both indices k ′ , m ′ undergo shifts by ±1. These equations are also of Hirota type and we call them TT-relations. The special cases (43) and (44) are particularly important. They provide bilinear relations for the Q andQ functions which we call QQ-relations for traditional reasons.
All these bilinear TT-relations follow from the (BT1), (BT2) and (BT 1), (BT 2) Bäcklund transformations with shifts in k and m or in k ′ and m ′ .Following the lines of [39] it can be shown that the first rows of (18) can be rewritten as
where
The second rows of (18) can be similarly rewritten:
In this form the (BT1) and (BT2) Bäcklund transformations appear as linear problems for the difference operators (30), (31), (35) and (36) with particular solutions (29) and (34) .
Equations (27) and (28) 
Expanding both sides of (37) and canceling the identical terms, one ends up with a non-trivial relation connecting the T-functions with different k and m. It takes the form (38) where f Following a similar train of thoughts such TT-relations can be derived from the pair of linear problems (32) and (33) . Thus the two main TT-relations coming from the right Bäcklund transformations (18) can be summarized as follows:
We note that as it was done in [39] further bilinear TT-relations can be derived from (18), which will not be presented here.
With the help of the method described above very similar TT-relations can be obtained from the left Bäcklund transformations (21) . The two most important of them read as:
The so-called QQ-relations are obtained by restricting TT-relations (39) (40) (41) (42) to the boundary of the T-shaped fat hook. The most important ones can be derived by taking (39) and (41) 
(45) Finally restricting equations (39) to the line (k ′ , s) for s ≤ −m ′ one ends up with an additional type of QQ-relation:
In case of gl(K|M) super spin chains [39] QQ-relations such as (43-46) were used to derive Bethe equations for the spin chain. This was possible because in case of spin chains, based on earlier experience with algebraic Bethe ansatz, it is assumed that the Q-functions are polynomial functions of u, and then QQ-relations allow one to derive a closed set of equations for their zeroes. The zeroes of Q-functions are the Bethe roots which determine uniquely the Q-functions. Then the T-functions can be expressed in terms of the Q-functions, which provide the solution of the Hirota equations.
In our case, for the T-shaped fat-hook, we do not use QQ-relations to get Bethe equations, because we do not assume anything about the functional form of the Q-functions. We consider them as general functions as possible, which means that they can be arbitrary functions modulo equations which connect them (for example QQ-relations). Our purpose is only to express T-functions in terms of Q-functions, which is presented in the next section. In this way we can parameterize the infinitely many T-functions in terms of a few arbitrarily chosen functions.
In view of future applications these functions have to be dressed by some analytic properties, so that one can derive a set of nonlinear integral equations (NLIE 1 ) governing the exact planar spectrum of AdS/CFT.
Integration of the Hirota equations
In this section following the lines of [39] we develop a general algorithm to solve the Hirota equations expressing the functions T
The starting point is an alternative representation of the first and second rows of equations (18) and (21) . The equations coming from (18) are formulated by shift operators, which change only the lower indices of T
where the "right shift operators" 2 take the form:
The equations coming from (21) are formulated by shift operators shifting only the upper indices of T where for short we skipped the arguments (a − 1, s, u) for the shift operators and (a, s, u) for the T-functions. Equations (63) and (64) are termed "weak" zero curvature conditions, because they are satisfied only when the shift operators act on the
Nevertheless, exploiting the TT-relations (39) (40) (41) (42) , it can be shown that the "weak" zero curvature conditions imply the strong operator form as well:
Having the above relations at hand we express the T-functions in terms of the Q k ′ ,m ′ andQ k,m boundary functions. To avoid problems coming from division by zero in the shift operators, we determine the T-functions along the infinite line (1, s) and then T-functions for other values of a and s can be determined by the application of the Bazhanov-Reshetikhin formula [43, 30] :
whereT
To express T 
It is important to recognize that the left shift operators depend only on u + s and the right ones on u − s, which implies that along this special line the left and right shift operators commute for any indices:
where α denotes either the pair of indices "k Thus to determine an undressing path, one can define two arbitrary oriented zigzag paths; one going from (0, 0) to ( Using the previous characterization, inverse undressing operators 3 can be assigned to the edges of the paths. They are as follows:
is assigned to the edge (x R , n R ) of γ K,M . In equations (74) and (75) Following from equations (47), (48) (55), (56) taken at a = 1, the T-functions
can be obtained as ordered products of operators (74) and (75) 
where the operatorsV L (s, u) andV R (s, u) commute due to (73), and they correspond to paths γ K ′ ,M ′ and γ K,M respectively. They read aŝ
where the arrow means that ordered product of the operators has to be taken, in such a way that operators on the right hand side of (77) and (78) have to be ordered from the last edge of the corresponding path (ending at the origin). I.e. reading the product of operators on the right hand side of (77) and (78) 
The formulae (76)- (79) 
The section is closed with a remark concerning the arbitraryness of the undressing procedure. In the undressing procedure in addition to the arbitrary choice of the paths γ restricted the possible values for m, which is the origin shifting parameter, so that the origin will remain between the "s-coordinates" of the corner points.) This means that the number of zigzag paths defining the undressing procedure is: However it has to be noted that there may be such distinguished axes on the (a, s) lattice, which distinguish certain choices for the origin. In case of AdS/CFT the analytic properties of Y-functions distinguish the vertical symmetry axis of the T-shaped fat-hook of type (2, 2) ⊙ (2, 2). This is why we solve the AdS/CFT case from a state of reference, where the corner point coordinates of the T-shaped fathook are (2, −2) and (2, 2) on the (a, s) lattice. In this case the distinguished vertical symmetry axis of the T-shaped fat-hook is a vertical line starting from the origin. This choice for the origin is made, so that none of the zigzag paths will cross the distinguished axis.
The AdS/CFT case
In this section the method explained in the previous sections is applied to the case of AdS/CFT. Based on TBA calculations [24, 25] the T-system (2) of AdS/CFT is defined on a T-shaped fat-hook of type (2, 2) ⊙ (2, 2) as a consequence of the SU(2|2) ⊗ SU(2|2) symmetry of the problem. Here we make special choices for the undressing paths γ K ′ ,M ′ and γ K,M drawn in figure 7 ., and then we express the T-functions of the problem along the line (1, s) in terms of the boundary functions while the generating series for γ K ′ ,M ′ reads as:
Expanding the inverse operators with respect to shift operators in u and s and collecting them to the right hand side of the expressions, one obtains the following result for the generating seriesV L (s, u) andV R (s, u):
where Ω stands for L or R and σ can take values ±1 depending on the value of lower index (L or R) of the generating seriesV Ω (s, u). The coefficients in (83) are of the form:
where the A Ω , B Ω , C Ω , E Ω , F Ω coefficient functions can be directly expressed by the boundary functions of the problem:
where we introduced the notation:
Applying the formulae (76) and (79) and putting everything together one obtains series expressions for the T-functions along the line (1, s):
(89) It can be seen that the T-functions along the line (1, s) can be given only as an infinite series of Q-functions. T-functions for other values of a and s can be determined from (89) by the application of the Bazhanov -Reshetikhin formula (67). As a final result we could express the infinitely many T-functions in terms of 9 boundary functions of the hierarchy of Hirota equations of the T-shaped fat-hook of type (2, 2) ⊙ (2, 2).
An important remark concerning (89) is in order. In (89) T 2,2 2,2 (1, s, u) is represented by an infinite series, so the convergence of the series has to be dealt with. Obviously for arbitrary boundary functions the series (89) can not be expected to be convergent, but it may be convergent (at least on certain intervals in u) for certain choices of boundary functions being consistent with QQ-relations (43), (44) . Anyway, it can be seen that the usual polynomial spin-chain ansatz for all the boundary functions would lead to divergence. This fact is in accordance with the observation of refs. [24, 28] , which states that when the the length of the spin chain in AdS/CFT tends to infinity T a,s≤0 (u) and T a,s≥0 (u) cannot be simultaneously finite.
Despite the fact that the formula (89) is difficult to apply in practise, we think that the algorithm for the integration of the Hirota equations described in the previous section together with the TT-, TQ-, and QQ-relations can be used as a tool for the derivation of an NLIE governing the exact finite size spectrum of anomalous dimensions of N = 4 SYM in the planar limit.
Summary and discussion
In this paper we dealt with the solution of Hirota equations (2) With the help of the four Bäcklund transformations we derived TT-, TQ-, and QQ-relations for our system and inverting the undressing procedure we could express the infinitely many T-functions of the problem in terms of a few arbitrary functions characterizing the boundary conditions of the hierarchy of Hirota equations (Qfunctions).
In [45] it has been shown that since the Y-functions have infinitely many cuts on the u plane it is natural to think that the Y-system is in fact defined on an infinite genus Riemann surface and the Y-system equations (1) hold only in the strip −2g ≤ Imu ≤ 2g of the u plane 5 . In this case the T-and Q-functions have infinitely many branch cuts on the u plane and can also be thought to be defined on infinite genus Riemann surfaces.
The knowledge of the analytic properties of the Y-functions on the infinite genus Riemann surface would allow one to reproduce the TBA equations purely from the Ysystem equations. Similarly according to our expectations, the understanding of the analytic properties of the T-and Q-functions on the infinite genus Riemann surface would make it possible to combine the T-and Q-functions of the problem into a new set of functions which have appropriate analytic properties in u to serve as unknown functions of a desired NLIE governing the spectrum of anomalous dimensions in planar N = 4 SYM.
Another application of the results of this paper could be the construction of a lattice model or a spin chain, which probably after some limiting procedure would account for the spectrum of AdS/CFT.
Taking the second row of (21) 
